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Abstract 

 The Financial Marketing Services are 

increasing day by day in the financial sector in 

India. In this paper aims to examine the 

Financial Marketing Services of the financial 

Sectors in India. In this study used to collected 

data from primary and secondary sources 

which are collected from Financial Customers, 

Website and other sources. The Financial 

Services such as Wholesale Financial Services 

and Retail Financial Services. The researcher 

concludes that through effective regulation, 

creating awareness of the Financial Marketing 

Customers.  
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Introduction  

 Generally advertising was seen as a component of purchasing and offering, yet looking to the 

extent of present day promoting, which was, prior a straightforward action including the trading of 

merchandise and enterprises has experienced a transformative procedure in the course of recent 

decades. The accentuation has moved from generation to deal and from deals introduction to 

shopper fulfilment and social duty. Philip Kotler has properly watched that "Advertising is seen 

barely as the specialty of finding smart approaches to discard the organization's items at the same 

time, legitimate promoting isn't the craft of choosing what you make, to such an extent as what to 

make. It is a craft of recognizing and understanding clients' needs and thinking of arrangements 

that fulfil the client and create benefits for the investors."  

 Up to this point showcasing principally focused on item advertising, nearly disregarding 

administrations related with the item, yet now benefits have turned out to be one of the essential 

properties for item separation. As we probably am aware, the monetary administration isn't new to 

world economies, however the ascent in its criticalness is truly attractive. The money related 

administration division, everywhere throughout the world, is more managed than other monetary 

exercises, halfway in light of the fact that a disappointment in the budgetary administration part 

costs on their clients, as well as forces expansive negative externality on whatever remains of the 

economy. The condition of monetary markets in a nation decides the condition of improvement of 

the country's economy. In spite of the fact that the money related administrations in India have a 

long recorded back ground, the genuine improvement and radical change can be ascribed to 

progression arrangement took after by government. 
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I.Recent Development of Indian Financial System 

 India has a monetary framework that is controlled without anyone else representing controllers 

in the segments of managing an account, protection, capital markets, restriction and different 

administrations divisions. In various areas Government assumes the part of controller. Service of 

Finance, Government of India cares for monetary division in India. Back Ministry consistently 

displays yearly temperate on February 28 in the Parliament. The yearly spending plan proposes 

changes in charges, changes in government strategy in every one of the segments and budgetary 

and different allotments for every one of the Ministries of Government of India.  

 

Indian Monetary Framework was portrayed by:  

 Absence of composed capital market  

 Dependence of ventures and different clients on inward sources  

 Rare instances of open issues of capital for development and modernisation  

 Few money related establishments and players in the market  

 Very strict conditions for credit help to organizations  

 

The top 5 Developments in Indian Financial System in 2016  

Below are our picks: 

1) Withdrawal of legitimate delicate status for Rs 500 and Rs 1000 notes  

2) Setting up of the money related strategy advisory group 

3) Passage of the products and enterprises impose charge  

4) Passage of the indebtedness and chapter 11 code  

5) Thrust towards digitisation of government installments  

1) Withdrawal of legitimate delicate status for Rs 500 and Rs 1000 notes  

 "To break the hold of debasement and dark cash, we have chosen that the five hundred rupee 

and thousand rupee money notes by and by being used will never again be legitimate delicate from 

midnight today around evening time that is eighth November 2016… ."With these words the Indian 

Prime Minister in one stroke reported the withdrawal of what constituted 86% of Indian cash 

available for use by then. The declaration at first accompanied a rundown of admonitions for trade 

and withdrawal that have since seen visit augmentations/amendments by the day and joined by 

stories of exceptional disturbances to the day by day life of subjects and organizations in the 

repercussions of the boycott. 

2) Setting up of the monetary policy committee  

      October fourth, 2016 denoted the first occasion when that a board of trustees, as opposed to 

one individual, until then the RBI Governor, would choose the arrangement loan fees in the 

economy. Endowed with the assignment of settling the benchmark strategy rate (repo rate) 

required to contain expansion inside the predefined target level, the Monetary Policy Committee 

was set-up with six individuals – three selected from the Central Government and three from the 

Reserve Bank of India, with the RBI Governor getting the making choice if there should be an 

occurrence of a tie.  

3) Passage of the goods and services tax bill 

      Gone for getting rid of a large group of Central and State charges and introducing a one 

assessment administration for the whole nation, both the Houses of Parliament passed the Goods 

and Services Tax Bill in August 2016, with the President giving his consent in September. Counting 

the vast majority of the Central and State assessments, for example, the Value Added Tax (VAT), 
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extract obligation, benefit impose, focal deals charge, extra traditions obligation and uncommon 

extra obligation of traditions, GST would prompt a uniform utilization based duty structure over 

the land for all merchandise and ventures and the legislature has set a due date of April 1, 2017 to 

move this out. GST usage would incorporate the economy and accommodate a typical national 

market that empowers organizations to use a disentangled duty administration  

4) Passage of the insolvency and bankruptcy code 

      In May 2016, the two Houses of the Parliament passed the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code that 

get under way a national liquidation law to manage bankruptcies. The new law, which gets rid of 

no less than 12 distinct tenets, some of which are hundreds of years old, is required to introduce a 

powerful liquidation determination framework that enhances the simplicity of working together in 

India. The Central Government in December informed the last directions identified with the 

indebtedness determination process under the Liquidation and Bankruptcy Code 2016, clearing 

path for the operationalization of the 10-part Liquidation and Bankruptcy Board (IBBI).  

5) Thrust towards digitisation of government payments 

     2016 saw broad measures to boost more prominent usage of computerized installments with an 

inside and out push by various Ministries and controllers. For example, the Ministry of Electronics 

and Information Technology laid out Procedures for Acceptance of Electronic Payments and 

Receipts in November 2016 that covers a period headed process for the incorporation of advanced 

installments and receipts associating all Government divisions. It has set a yearning due date of 31 

December 2016 by which 90% of surges and receipts of all Government Divisions are to be made on 

the web. 

 
 

II.Needs of Financial Services 

 The study highlighted transaction products as the most important category of financial 

products and services for NGCs in domestic operations. Financing – from basic to more complex 

credit products – is second in order of importance. Trade finance, corporate finance, risk 

management and capital market solutions are other important enablers for growth. For 

international operations, transaction products remain crucial, while only trade finance, risk 

management products and basic credit are critical needs. 

Government Initiatives 

• In the Union Budget 2017-18, the Government of India has announced a few key reforms like 

abolishment of Foreign Investment Promotion Board in 2017-18, Introduce bill for curbing illicit 

deposit schemes, Establish a Computer Emergency Response Team for financial sector (CERT-

Fin) and set aside Rs 10,000 crore (US$ 1.5 billion) towards recapitalisation of banks. 
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• The subscriber base under the Atal Pension Yojana (APY) scheme reached 5.3 million. Of the 

total subscribers, 97.5 per cent are contributing to the scheme every month, 0.8 per cent 

every quarter and 1.7 per cent every six months. 

• Mr Arun Jaitley, Union Minister of Finance, Government of India has launched the Operation 

Clean Money Portal, in an attempt to create a tax compliant society as well as a transparent 

tax administration. 

• The Government of India is likely to allow 100 per cent foreign direct investment (FDI) in cash 

and ATM management companies, since they are not required to comply with the Private 

Securities Agencies Regulations Act (PSARA). 

• Securities Exchange Board of India (SEBI) has permitted the security exchanges to launch 

options contracts in the commodity market, which would provide a new cost effective hedging 

tool to the farmers and others market participants.  

• SEBI expects to reduce the minimum investment by accredited investors in alternative 

investment funds (AIFs) to Rs 25 lakh (US$ 38,816.68) from Rs 1 crore (US$ 155,266.72) 

currently, to boost investments. 

• SEBI plans to tighten the norms governing various market participants in order to strengthen 

scrutiny, improve transparency and mitigate liquidity risks from algorithmic trading. 

• SEBI has relaxed norms for registered foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) in India, allowing them 

to operate through the International Financial Services Centre (IFSC) without undergoing any 

additional documentation or prior approval process. 

• The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has extended the access of its Unified Payment Interface (UPI) 

platform to digital wallets like Paytm and Mobikwik, as a move towards India's digitisation 

campaign. 

• The RBI has introduced trading in interest rate options (IRO), effective from January 31, 2017, 

which will provide another avenue to market participants to hedge and speculate on interest 

rate risk. 

• SEBI plans to allow investors to make mutual funds transactions worth up to Rs 50,000 (US$ 

750) a month through digital wallets, as part of its efforts to digitise the distribution processes 

for all financial products. It also plans to allow immediate credit to customer’s bank accounts 

on liquid mutual funds redemption to attract retail customers as well as boost inflows. 

• Mr Ravi Shankar Prasad, Union Minister of Law & Justice and Information Technology, has 

launched a free Doordarshan DTH channel called DigiShala, which will help people understand 

the use of unified payments interface (UPI), USSD, aadhaar-enabled payments system, 

electronic wallets, debit and credit cards, thereby promoting various modes of digital 

payments. 

• The Government of India has relaxed norms for small merchants with a turnover of up to Rs 2 

crore (US$ 300,000), allowing them to pay 6 per cent of deemed profit in tax instead of 8 per 

cent of total turnover or gross receipts received through banking channels or digital means for 

FY 2016-17, in a bid to encourage cashless transactions in the country. 

• The lending target has been fixed at Rs 244,000 crore (US$ 36.46 billion) for 2017-18. 

• NBFCs give scope of money related administrations to their customers. Sorts of administrations 

under non-managing an account back administrations incorporate the accompanying:  

• Hire Purchase Services 

• Leasing Services  

• Housing Finance Services  
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• Asset Management Company  

• Venture Capital Companies  

 1. Hire Purchase Services: Contract buy the legitimate term for a restrictive deal contract 

with an expectation to fund shoppers towards vehicles, white products and so forth. In the event 

that a purchaser can't stand to pay the cost as a single amount however can bear to pay a rate as a 

store, the agreement enables the purchaser to employ the products for a month to month lease. 

On the off chance that the purchaser defaults in paying the portions, the proprietor can repossess 

the products. HP is an alternate type of credit framework among other unsecured purchaser credit 

frameworks and advantages.  

 2. Leasing Services: A rent or occupancy is an agreement that exchanges the privilege to have 

particular property. Renting administration incorporates the renting of advantages for different 

organizations either on working lease or fund rent. A NBFC may get permit to begin renting 

administrations subject to , they should not hold, arrangement or exchange land business and 

might not settle the time of rent for under 3 years on account of any fund rent assention aside 

from if there should be an occurrence of PCs and other IT adornments. In the first place Century 

Leasing Company Ltd., Sundaram Finance Ltd. is a portion of the Leasing organizations in India.  

 3. Housing Finance Services: Lodging Finance Services implies budgetary administrations 

identified with improvement and development of private and business properties. A Housing 

Finance Company endorsed by the National Housing Bank may attempt the 

administrations/exercises, for example, Providing long haul fund to construct, acquiring or 

revamping any property, Managing open or private segment extends in the lodging and urban 

advancement area and Financing against existing property by method for contract.  

 4. Asset Management Company: Resource Management Company is overseeing and 

contributing the pooled assets of retail speculators in securities in accordance with the expressed 

venture destinations and gives more expansion, liquidity, and expert administration to the 

individual financial specialists. Common Funds are goes under this classification. The majority of 

the money related foundations having their auxiliaries as Asset Management Company like SBI, 

BOB, UTI and numerous others.  

 5. Venture Capital Companies: Funding Finance is an exceptional type of financing action that 

is attempted on the conviction of high-chance exceptional yield. Financial speculators put 

resources into those dangerous activities or organizations (wanders) that have achievement 

potential and could guarantee adequate come back to legitimize such bet. Investor gives back as 

well as regularly gives administrative or specialized skill to wander ventures. In India, funding 

focus on seed capital back for high innovation and for examine and advancement.  

Conclusion  

 In this examination it has been a long adventure for the Indian capital market. Presently the 

capital market is sorted out, genuinely coordinated, develop, more worldwide and modernized. 

The Indian value showcase is truly outstanding on the planet as far as innovation. The Indian 

securities exchanges are currently getting incorporated with worldwide markets. 
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